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About This Content

The Warwick to Wallangarra route runs the famous Southern railway in the Darling Downs region of Queensland, Australia. Set
in 1990's era where a mix of Diesel freight and preserved steam trains frequent this route.

Wallangarra was created to service a break-of-gauge between Queensland's narrow gauge Southern railway line of 3ft. 6in. and
New South Wales's standard gauge Main North railway line of 4ft. 8 1/2in. when the two systems came together in 1888.

The railway was the only rail link between Queensland and New South Wales until a standard gauge track was completed in
1932.
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It may need some elements about unlocking the door.Picking up a key is not interesting.Recycle weapons is a great idea,but it
really makes upgrading much easier.. Good Jump. Solid Punch.
Sexy Game. V Nce.

love the die part.
love teh live part.
all parts ver y nice.. For someone looking for a time wasting, no thinking puzzle game, this game may be something your
ineterested in. however, after putting in about 10-12 hours and finishing the game, this game isn't something I can recommend
to everyone.

The game is incredibly repetitive, there's about 5 'levels' each one has 7 or 8 zones and each level follows the same pattern to
those zones. Collect X amount of coloured blocks in zone 1, make 4 squares in zone 2, collect X amount of stained glass peices,
etc..... It's pretty well the same each level, except another colour is introduced.

You are also given different powers to help each level, but those powers are very weak and don't see to improve much on what
they say they are suppose to improve (not to a noticable level anyways).

There are things that pop up in the puzzle to make it more difficult. Theres a character that shuffles all the blocks (actually
surprisingly helpful instead of a problem). As well there can be bigger blocks of various sizes that can be difficult to remove.

Again this game is incredibly simple. However if thats the type of puzzle game your looking for, you may want to give this a
try.. This is a great game and I had a lot of fun playing it however be warned this game is very difficult so if your looking for
something you can do in a few hours this isn't it. Overall, it's a great experience and I recommend it.. Hate to see her go, but I
love watching her leave. I'm thoroughly enjoying this game. It's a great alternative to Cluedo, but slightly more challenging and
in-depth, in my opinion. It may take a few games to get to grips with the mechanics, cards and options available, but it won't be
long before you find yourself either being targeted\/preyed upon or interrogating\/attacking other players. It's a dog-eat-dog type
of survival game, where everyone's out for themselves including the monster. The theme and daunting background music
enhance the game, making you feel slightly uneasy (like prey), not knowing for sure who, what or where the monster is, unless
they reveal themselves. Also, playing as the monster is an additional challenge, which requires an alternative strategic approach.
You'll soon find you can't just go around munching on fellow opponents in broad daylight, but have to maintain a far more
stealthy disposition. I felt the game was fairly balanced well, particularly if playing the monster against AI opponents (for
mediocre players). However, I haven't had the chance to properly play any friends online yet, so can't say if this will be the case
against live players, who I think will be a little more savvy. In any case, I believe this could only enhance the game further,
making self-preservation more challenging. I've seen other comments related to lack of online activity (no one to play with) and
about playing for free. For me personally, it's no big deal, never felt the real need to be able to play strangers online. I took a
gamble, bought the game and tested inviting a friend to play (for free), which worked fine, no issues. I was sceptical at first
after reading some comments, but am extremely pleased to say how glad I am that I made this purchase. I can't recommend
'Hunt...' highly enough, for those who love Cluedo, Mystery of the Abbey (tabletop games), but then maybe I'm just extremely
optimistic and easily pleased.
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10/10 we want more!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!. I get about 40 FPS max on a good day, but average is about 35 FPS. I have a 6600K and an
R9 380X. This game runs awful.. this game's release celebrates the cruelty to animals of forcing people to use an xbox controller
to play your game. great game cool. Pros of the game - nice graphics,
Clear gameplay,
An interesting universe
Disadvantages of the game - overshooting complexity
Some design mistakes
Complexity is very often enrages, but you still want to go any further.. In general this game is fun. However, there is one thing
that is very annoying but could easily be fixed! When you switch from within the game back to the campaign menue all the
gems you collected so far to uprade your ship are lost! Well, there is a warning that says the progress made in this zone will be
lost if you go back to the campaign menue. However, the gems are collected throughout different zones within the campaign so
you would think that only the gems you collected in the current zone are lost, right!? While this game is entertaining and has
nice mechanics this is something that really drives me nuts!. Played my first online match last night and while turning off all
comfort settings might be inadvisable (a little motion sick) it was SOOOO MUCH FUN! Great implementation of VR and skill
based to boot! Also it is crossplay with PSVR (my opponent was on playstation). Should become one of the staples of my library
once I get in a little more practice ;). If your the type of person that's into Proper animal simulation games. It's nothing like those
crappy Ipad games you find that claim to be an animal simulation but is clearly not. untamed life a cougar is quite a realistic
Cougar simulation. The graphics are good, and have improved alot since when it first came out. You play the role of a female
cougar, which you get to pick out of quite a few colors. You start out in search of a mate. This is the only time that the males are
Friendly to the female. Infact on my first try I sat and watched several males fight eachother over the right to mate with the
female cougar. Once the strongest male won, I allowed him to do the 'Deed'. After falling pregnant, i started searching for a den
to give birth in, catching prey and avoiding hunters along the way. When i found a place i liked, I give birth to 3 cubs. They
were small and slow, but adorable. I left them at the den to search for food and to mark my territory to keep rival females at
bay. We stayed there, until a male had learnt of our whereabouts. And so i had to lead my cubs to safety, otherwise that male
would kill them. My cubs are now on the second stage of life. They are still spotted but are able to keep up with mum. The
female you begin with isn't that strong or able to run for a longer period of time. That's where the stats come in. You can gain
stats and use those stats to unlock abilities. Like Longer health, Stamina and even Quicker acceleration. I've also recently found
out that the cubs have genetics from both of the parent's. So the parent's colors affect the cubs colors. Each animal reacts
differently to your approach. A deer will flee, a Male deer, will also flee, but if attacked he will kick. A bison,Moose and Horse
will warn you by either shaking their heads or scraping their hoof along the ground. If you get too close they attack, instead of
other games where npc's automatically attack the second your in range. Predators though will attack you when in range.
Specially wolves. Bears and foxes, i've caught them stalking my cubs. Eagles attack both mum and cubs. I've caught them
swooping down on my cubs, i just manage to get there in time and the eagle hobbles along on the ground trying to take off. Not
all of the human NPC's are alone.. That's right, some of them have backup.

Pro's
Realistic Animal behaviour. (For both Cougar's and npc's.)
Realistic Cougar and animal Sounds.
Quite Realistic Animations.
Different Life stages for cubs. I've only witnessed 2 so far. Barely walking stage (Maybe a week or 2. Has Spots), And Cub
stage(Has Spots, and can keep up with mum.) But from the website, i've seen a slightly older cub with no spots.
Upgradable Cougar. (Stats)
Plenty of prey to hunt and dangers to face to keep you on your toes.
Game not easy, (Even on easy.) Prey is sometimes hard to Stalk and catch in normal mode. That's what Target mode is for (T)
Cubs play with eachother.
Day and Night cycle.
The Game World is beautifully detailed.

Con's
Foggy. It's too foggy so you can't always see where your going.
You can get swarmed by a lot of predators. I was attacking humans as i ended up bumping into them, since the fog made it hard
to see a few feet in front of you. When i had Told my cubs to stay, and focused on the humans, a bear came out of nowhere, and
attacked 1 of my cubs, then the dogs decided it would be fun to join in to. I had 1 cub left. So i had no choice to maul everyone
who provoked my wrath and then reloaded my save.
No weather. (Though that's probably coming in later.)
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Seasons. There's no seasons. It's always spring. I wonder what it'll be like in winter. How hard it would be to survive if prey
numbers dropped.
Having to shift constantly between target mode to normal mode after each fight. As when attacking in normal mode it's hard to
keep sight of your prey. If in Target mode it automatically locks on for you which makes it easier. But because i'm the type of
person that likes there character to be fully zoomed in, i have to keep constantly scrolling after exiting out of target mode.
Though it's not a big deal as i'm getting used to it.
Killed prey despawns too quickly. At the newborn stage, i left the cubs at the den since they are far too slow to keep up with
mum at that age. Well there was no food near home so i travelled for awhile. When i caught a deer, i dragged it back home only
to get a few feet away from my den and have it poof. My poor cubs were starving by this time. Maybe have it where prey that
have been killed have a longer time to despawn.

Things i'd hope the developer will consider is random litter numbers. Each time you always have 3 cubs. I think it would add
alittle suspense to the whole "oh i wonder how many cubs i'll have this time" kind of thing.

Other than those the game is fun to play. This game is to show you all the things a cougar must face to raise offspring and
survive. And it pulls it off.. As a H.P. Lovecraft fan this game had been sitting on my wish list for a while. Now it was on
discount and I decided to give it a try.

To keep it short, I really cannot recommend the game to anyone and here's why:
-only 4 hours of game play
-not many puzzles and those few were too easy
-the game failed to deliver the right atmosphere, there was neither enough suspense nor mystery
-the dialogue was not as funny as it aimed to be and would have worked better using a more serious tone

On the positive side graphics were decent and there are too few Lovecraft games out there, so I am happy for the money spent.
Hopefully they manage to get the next project out, because compared to the first part it looks really promising.

Cheers,
T
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